
 

 

To:   Warden Laura Williams 
From:  Noah A. Barth, Pennsylvania Prison Society Prison Monitoring Director  
Regarding: GWH Prison Tour, December 7, 2021 
Date:  February 3, 2022 
Copied: Delaware County Government Officialsi 
  Pennsylvania State Department of Corrections  
  Prison Society Board of Directors  
   

  
We are writing to share observations and recommendations based on our 
December 7, 2021, walkthrough of the George W. Hill Correctional Facility (GHW).  
 
“This prison is very inconsistent, you can’t predict what is going to happen.” 
-Incarcerated man in Unit 2A 
 
The problems we observed at GWH include:  
 

• Lack of staff supervision while people spend 23 hours or longer locked in cells. 
• No effective means by which an incarcerated person can alert staff to an 

emergency like a seizure or assault. 
• Heightened violence which several incarcerated people attributed to the 

stress of being confined almost continuously to a small cell. 
• Physical and verbal abuse by staff.  
• Little access to programming, books, and in-cell activities. 
• Limited access to cleaning supplies, basic personal hygiene items, and 

showers. 
• Deplorable and unsafe conditions at facility intake.  

 
We have organized this memo into two sections: 
 
The first section details our observations from our walkthrough of housing areas and 
our interviews with 53 women, men, and youths in custody at the facility.   
 
The second section provides recommendations based on our observations and 
interviews.  
 
Background 
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The Pennsylvania Prison Society serves as Pennsylvania’s independent ombuds and 
monitor for county and state correctional facilities. As authorized by Pennsylvania 
statute, Prison Society Official Visitors may enter any correctional facility in the 
Commonwealth and meet privately with incarcerated people. This citizen 
involvement is a crucial tool in the never-ending effort to ensure more humane 
prison conditions. We appreciate Delaware County’s cooperation and support of this 
vital mission. 
 
In April 2021, once Society staff and volunteers were fully vaccinated, we scheduled 
walkthroughs of all prisons in Southeastern Pennsylvania. These walkthroughs were 
designed to give us a sense of conditions in individual facilities after 14 months of 
absence due to the pandemic. In addition to seeing the physical plant, all 
walkthroughs involved structured interviews with people in custody to record their 
experience and opinions. Since April 2021 we have conducted 25 facility 
walkthroughs.  
 
We initially delayed our walkthrough of GWH at the facility administration’s request 
due to a COVID outbreak. This fall, in consideration of the pending deprivatization, 
and calls from county stakeholders about conditions in the prison, we conducted the 
walkthrough of GWH, arranged 13 days in advance with Acting Interim Warden 
Mellon and GEO Facility Administrator Brick. 
 
On December 7, 2021, Prison Society Prison Monitoring Director Noah Barth, 
Education and Advocacy Fellow Anton Andrew, and volunteers Bob Cicchinelli, 
Andrea Striepen, Jennifer Murphy, and Joe Baker participated in a multi-hour 
walkthrough of GWH, escorted by GEO Group Compliance Administrator Sarah 
Bowles. Supervising and line staff greeted and spoke with us at the different areas 
visited. We toured intake, units 2A, 2B, 3R, 9D, 10, and RHU A and B. We spoke with 
53 incarcerated people from these seven housing units, including 19 women, 30 
men, and four youths. Our escort brought us to all sections of the facility that we 
requested, gave us time and privacy to speak with people in custody, and answered 
all our questions. Ms. Bowles and the other staff we interacted with were at all times 
professional, courteous, and forthcoming.  
 
On December 15 Mr. Barth attended a follow-up Zoom meeting with Acting Interim 
Warden Mellon, GEO Group Facility Administrator Tripp, Assistant Superintendent 
Shaw, and Deputy-Warden Mastroddi to review the findings presented in this memo 
and solicit feedback.  
 
Prison Society volunteers followed-up with 12 official visits to individuals in response 
to specific individual concerns raised during our walkthrough.   

 

I. Observations from the December 7th walkthrough and interviews 
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Locked in Cells for Extended Periods 
In the majority of units that we observed both from the outside or by entering, 
everyone was locked in their cell with no staff present in the unit. The two exceptions 
were in Unit 9D, a housing unit for women and Unit 2A, a special treatment unit. In 
Unit 9D, approximately a half dozen women were out of their cells for recreation 
time with staff present. In Unit 2A, one quarter of the men were out of their cells for 
recreation time with staff present. 
 
Every person we spoke with in every unit reported that they regularly go multiple 
days without leaving their cells. This includes all interviewees in all units reporting 
that they are never allowed out of their cells on weekends. One man in Unit 10 
reported “I have been here 110 weekends. I might have been out on three, maybe.” 
When they are allowed out of their cells it is never for more than two hours per day, 
with the exception of Unit 2A which receives more out of cell time to facilitate 
treatment programming. 
 
Little Access to Books, In-Cell Activities, and Commissary 
All the individuals we interviewed reported a lack of access to books or activities 
while they are locked in their cells. This is compounded by a universally reported lack 
of access to the library and law library. We observed book carts in several housing 
units that staff explained are available to the people housed there. These carts 
contained a small, highly worn, and non-varied selection. One man in Unit 10 said he 
could “Watch TV, they took the cards away. There aren’t any games, there’s nothing 
really to do.” One woman we spoke to in Unit 9D said she could “[watch] TV, that’s if 
you can come by one on commissary. Other than that, nothing really, you just kinda 
sit there all day.”  
 
Twenty-five people we interviewed raised concerns about the commissary, stating 
that items were largely unavailable and/or having issues receiving items they had 
ordered, often not receiving refunds.  
 
The experience of the people we interviewed at GWH is in contrast to the experience 
of people incarcerated in other Pennsylvania prisons during extended shelter in 
place orders. During extended shelter in place orders in state facilities, and at some 
county facilities including the Allegheny County Prison, correctional staff have 
provided access to televisions, tablets with books or other programming on them, 
puzzles, cards, magazines, and other reading material. 
 
Limited Access Cleaning Supplies, Showers, and Hygiene Items 
Twenty-two people we spoke with reported an inability to clean their cells 
adequately. Nearly every person we interviewed reported that cleaning supplies are 
not made available. When asked how they clean their cells one man we spoke to in 
Unit 2A said “we use our personal (hand) soap and rags.” The only people who 
reported affirmatively that they received cleaning supplies for their cells were youths 
in the Restricted Housing Unit (RHU).  
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Lack of out of cell time has led to an inconsistent ability to bathe, with individuals 
going multiple days without a shower. No one we spoke to reported a problem 
accessing showers during recreation time, on those occasions when recreation time 
is available. One man in Unit 2B when asked how often he was able to shower 
replied “when we come out, but the weekend is beat, so you’re going three days 
without a shower.”  
 
Our direct visual observation of showers revealed a lack of venting, rust, peeling, 
paint, and in one case a broken light. One man we interviewed in Unit 2B reported 
that several incarcerated men were recently paid with commissary items to scrub 
mold from the showers before an inspection. One man we spoke with in Unit 2A said 
that it took the prison two months to repair a nonfunctioning bathroom sink. A 
group of eight women we spoke with in Unit 9D reported black mold, gnats, and 
maggots in the shower. They reported that the shower had been cleaned the day 
before our arrival.  
 
The lack of items available through commissary has also restricted access to basic 
hygiene supplies. One man we spoke with in Unit 2B reported an inability to 
purchase toothpaste.  
 
The prison provides toilet paper but eleven women we spoke with in Unit 9D 
reported running out and not receiving more as needed. One man we spoke with in 
Unit 2A similarly reported a lack of toilet paper and said that he thinks it is a 
deliberate punishment by the staff. The prison also provides feminine hygiene 
products. One woman we spoke with in Unit 9D reported a not receiving them as 
needed, despite seeing boxes of them for distribution in the hallway outside the unit.    
 
Lack of Staff Supervision 
In the majority of the housing pods that we observed, no staff were present in the 
pods. There were staff in the central observation area (i.e. "bubble") that serves as the 
hub from which the pods are spokes. From this central area the staff could look into 
the common area of the pods through glass but could not directly look into cells. We 
observed no in-unit desks or control areas for a staff person to be positioned at. The 
RHU did have multiple staff members directly present.  
 
The absence of direct staff supervision is compounded by a universally reported non-
response to in-cell buzzers. Every single person we spoke to said that staff rarely or 
never respond to buzzer rings. In Unit 10, one man told us “My buzzer doesn’t work, 
I’ll be locked in (my cell) four or five days. If something happens and I hit that buzzer 
50 times, no one will come.” One woman we spoke to in Unit 9D reported “In Unit C, 
anytime I would press the call button there’s no response. Here, they’ll look from the 
bubble, but I’ve never seen someone come in (the pod).”  
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After our walkthrough, we shared with prison administration reports of four specific 
incidents of medical emergencies occurring while people were locked in their cells, 
and staff not responding to buzzer rings.  
 
General population housing units at GWH have congregate showers in the front 
corner of the unit, extending backward, parallel to the external wall of the unit. This 
is completely out of the sightline of the control bubble. The door to the shower is 
almost completely solid. Combined with the oblong design, the interior of these 
showers is completely invisible to staff, even when directly present on the unit.  
 
Violence 
Thirteen of the incarcerated people we interviewed reported witnessing fights inside 
of GWH. Many reported that physical fights are a frequent occurrence in the prison. 
One man we interviewed in Unit 2B said “fights are common in this prison. (There is) 
a lot of gang stuff in this prison, but most of it is frustration.” 
 
Four people we interviewed in different units indicated that the persistent 
lockdowns are exacerbating tensions, leading to more violence. One man we 
interviewed in Unit 10, when asked if he’d witnessed a fight while in custody in GWH 
said “yeah, a lot. It’s usually from being locked in for so long.” When Mr. Barth asked 
the facility administrators if they thought the rate of violence had increased since 
the start of the COVID pandemic, they stated that the volume has remained the 
same, but the severity of fights had increased, with more stabbings and serious 
injuries.  
 
Eight people we interviewed reported physical assault by corrections officers. One 
person we interviewed in the RHU stated “they hit people everyday.” One man we 
interviewed in Unit 10, when asked if he had witnessed assault by staff said “fuck 
yeah, staff always. Saw him beat a guy in handcuffs and spray him like crazy (with 
pepper spray). Shit be like normal; staff be fucking (people) up.”  
 
Seven people we spoke with additionally reported verbal abuse by staff. In Unit 2B, a 
protective custody unit, two men explained that corrections officers routinely yelled 
homophobic slurs at them. In Unit 9D, two women reported a corrections officer 
routinely harassing and making fun of a developmentally disabled woman. The 
specific officer was named and Mr. Barth shared details of the accusation with prison 
administrators.  
 
Intake Conditions 
Several individuals we interviewed stressed that we should observe the intake area. 
Three men reported having stayed there for multiple days, one for two weeks. The 
men we spoke to reported deplorable conditions at intake and told us to make sure 
we see “the backside.” 
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The Sergeant on duty at intake explained the use of two congregate cells and 
several smaller holding cells as people move through the intake process. The 
Sergeant stated that the intake process takes 4-18 hours. When asked about COVID 
testing, he responded “we only test them if they report or show symptoms.” We 
stressed the importance of universal testing to avoid an outbreak and the Sergeant 
responded “we aren’t required to test everyone coming in.” This position was 
repeated by GEO Administrator Brick during our December 15th follow-up meeting.  
 
We then asked to see “the backside” of intake and were led to a parallel space with 
two additional congregate holding cells. The Sergeant on duty explained that this 
area was to hold individuals once they had been processed and were awaiting 
classification and housing assignment. The first cell held approximately 15 men in 
close quarters. When the men saw us, they immediately began to yell to our group 
with complaints about conditions. Two men stated that they had been in intake for a 
week. In the next cell, three men were sleeping on thin blankets on the concrete 
floor while three others laid on metal benches.  
 
When we asked the Sergeant about length of stay at intake and the men’s claims of 
being there for a week, he stated that backups in medical evaluations and 
classification can cause men to stay in intake for as long as 4-5 days. The Sergeant 
explained that until an individual is classified and assigned to a housing unit, he has 
nowhere to send them. We then pointed to the men sleeping on the floor and asked 
if this was normal. The Sergeant affirmed that it is common, saying “we aren’t setup 
to be a housing unit.”  
 
In addition to lack of bedspace, the extended length of stay at intake presents 
concerns for bathroom access and overall hygiene. We asked the Sergeant if lack of 
housing unit infrastructure poses issues with showers and hygiene, he simply 
nodded. One man in the first cell said that they had to ask permission to leave the 
cell to use the bathroom, but when they were not let out, men frequently urinated in 
a drain in the center of the cell. We have been told that after a Prison Society 
volunteer raised this issue at a public Prison Oversight Board meeting, that the 
drains have been cemented over. That not does address the underlying problem of 
bathroom access.  
 

II. Recommendations to Consider 

Staffing levels at GWH appear to be a complicating factor for many of the issues 
observed and discussed in interviews. But hiring is a long-term process and 
conditions inside the facility need to improve immediately. Bringing on new staff is a 
necessary but not sufficient condition for solving the humanitarian crisis in Delaware 
County’s prison. 
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Recognizing the process of hiring new staff will be protracted, we recommend a 
review of needs currently unmet in the Delaware County prison and re-prioritizing 
current staff duties.  
 
Based on the Prison Society’s observations, discussions with staff, and interviews of 
people in custody, we provide the following additional suggestions for Delaware 
County to consider. 
 
Locked in Cells for Extended Periods 

• Ensure all incarcerated individuals are allowed out of cells for minimum of 
three hours per day, including weekends.  

• Maintain log of recreation time provide to each individual. This log should be 
made accessible on demand to the prison oversight board, and the Prison 
Society. 

 
Little Access to Books, In-Cell Activities, and Commissary 

• Immediately restore full in-person access to the library and law library. 
o Our escort reported that incarcerated individuals can order up to 100 

free photocopies from the law library. Our interviews indicated that this 
had not been clearly communicated to the incarcerated population. 
We strongly recommend closing this communication gap in writing. 

• Provide daily activities that can be conducted in-cell, such as books, puzzles, 
or ebooks. Approaches to consider include: 

o Providing ebooks, games, and other programing on GTL prison tablets, 
similar to what Allegheny County, Berks County, and the PA DOC have 
done. To do this equitably, Delaware County would need to purchase 
enough tablets to enable every resident to have a few hours with a 
tablet each day and track distribution.   

• Investigate partnerships to provide additional in-cell and on unit activities. 
This can include local libraries, counseling programs, and religious study 
groups among others. 

• Solicit contract bids for a new commissary provider. 
 
Lack of Staff Supervision 

• Units 2A and 10C have a “wand” system to electronically log when a staff 
member checks each area of the unit. GWH should institute this system 
facility wide.  

• Install command desks with staff permanently assigned inside each housing 
pod. 

• The in-cell buzzer system may be disabled or broken system wide. The buzzer 
system should be tested system wide and repaired. Periodic spot checks 
should then be conducted throughout the facility to ensure the system is 
functional.  

• Redesign showers to be single stalls and a door that ensures privacy while 
allowing for external observation. Other prisons use a door that starts 
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approximately two feet from the ground and ends several feet from the 
ceiling, or a curtain that is opaque in its center.   

 
Violence 

• Increase out of cell time and available activities as noted above to help reduce 
drivers of violence.  

• Retain an external, non-law enforcement contractor to investigate all 
allegations of staff assault. 

• Review the current grievance system and ensure all complaints are logged 
and trackable. This log should be made accessible on demand to the Prison 
Oversight Board, and the Prison Society. 

 
Intake Conditions 

• Enforce a strict 12-hour limit on individual stays at intake. 
o Consider opening an intake housing unit if necessary. 

• Review all intake and classification procedures in order to expedite flow from 
arrival to housing unit assignment. 

• Institute a tracking system to monitor the flow rate of individuals from arrival 
to placement.  

• Test all incarcerated persons entering GWH for COVID immediately upon 
arrival.  

 
The Prison Society is pleased to know that Delaware County is deprivatizing GWH. 
We believe that this step will bring greater public accountability and, in the process, 
better outcomes for the people incarcerated at the prison. Deprivatization however 
will not solve all of the myriad issues facing GWH. As this memo makes clear, there 
are serious challenges to be solved and independent monitoring plays a critical role 
in identifying and addressing them.  
 
We look forward to continuing to work in partnership with the facility’s new 
administration and county leadership to help foster a safer, and more humane 
prison. We will contact the administration to schedule a follow-up visit.  
 
We would appreciate a written response to this memorandum within two weeks of 
receipt. Thank you for this opportunity to be of service.  

 
i County Executive Director Howard Lazarus 

County Councilmember Richard Womack 
County Councilmember Kevin Madden 
County Council Chair Monica Taylor 
County Council Vice Chair Elaine Schaefer 
County Councilmember Christine Reuther 
President Judge Kevin Kelly 
Juvenile Court Judge Rick Lowe 
Common Pleas Court Judge John J. Whelan 
Common Pleas Court Judge Mary Alice Brennan 
Public Defender Christopher Welsh 
First Assistant Public Defender Lee Awbrey 
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District Attorney Jack Stollsteimer  
First Assistant District Attorney Tanner Rouse 
Solicitor William F. Martin 
Controller Joanne Phillips 
Interim Director of Parole and Probation Danielle Hibberd 
Department of Human Services Director Sandra Garrison 
Acting Interim Warden (former) Donna Mellon 
Delaware County Prison Oversight Board 
GEO Facility Administrator Brick Tripp 
Sherriff Jerry L. Sanders Jr. 
Senator Timothy Kearney 
Senator John Kane 
Senator Anthony Williams 
Senator Amanda Cappeletti 
Representative Mike Zabel 
Representative Leanne Krueger 
Representative Craig Williams 
Representative Brian Kirkland 
Representative David Delloso 
Representative Regina Young 
Representative Joanna McClinton 
Representative Gina Curry 
Representative Christopher Quinn 
Representative Greg Vitali 
Representative Jennifer O'Mara 
Director of County Inspections and Services Thomas Greishaw 
Alta Management Principal Majid Alsayegh 
 


